Science Fest 2017 infographic
The top fourth of the graphic reads, “1,000+ ways to have fun at Science Fest 2017, Indiana
University Bloomington.” An IU trident appears in the upper left-hand corner.
Below, a second block of the graphic reads, “150+ science-related activities including studying
forms of locomotion, trying modular origami and adding to your Snapchat feed with technical
spectacles,” with a picture of test tubes appearing to the left of 150. An arrow points to text on
the right that reads, “Representing 17 scientific areas like anthropology, astronomy, biology,
chemistry, physics and even paleontology.” An icon of the planet Saturn, a beaker and a leaf
appear to the right of the number 17.
Below, a third block of the graphic features an icon of the Sample Gates and trees on the left, and
the text reads, “Many events will be indoors, but some will be outside in Owen Plaza and Dunn’s
Woods." A winding path appears in the middle of the block, and text to the right reads, “You get
to explore 12 areas of the beautiful IU Bloomington campus."
Text on the left of the fourth and final block reads, “Interact with 550+ volunteers in the
sciences. Learn directly from the scientists and students studying these fields,” with two small
stick figures appearing to the left of the number 550. An arrow points to text on the right that
reads, “And meet about 2,000 other science-minded guests. Science Fest is free and open to the
public, so people come from all over the state to participate!” Three stick figures appear to the
right of the number 2,000.
At the very bottom of the graphic, an IU trident and the text “Indiana University. Fulfilling the
promise,” appears on the right, and on the left text reads, “IU Science Fest is 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 21. For more information, visit go.iu.edu/sciencefest."

